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THE STYLE REFRESH

Outdoor living is about creating comfortable spaces to relax. Start with great furniture — and then layer
on the colours and patterns! Get inspired by three looks from the hometrends collection at Walmart.

1. FUN FAMILY ROOM
SETTEE + FOLDING FURNITURE =

Don’t be afraid to break up a patio set! Bright coral pieces
along with graphic pillows import a playful Palm Beach vibe.
START WITH: Parklawn 4-piece conversation set, $394.
Galvanized tray, $10. IPE hardwood decking tiles by KANDY (outdoorflooring.ca).

Add a rug to define
a seating area. $50.

Layer florals with graphic
black and white designs.
Pillows, $12.46 each.

Bright melamine plates
are upbeat and pretty.
From $2 each.

Folding tables and chairs are
easy to stack and store.
$20 each.
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3. CASUAL BAR
HIGH TABLE + STOOLS =

A SUN CHAISE IS
ALSO PERFECT FOR
RE�XING OUTSIDE
AT NIGHT!

Create a self-serve refreshment station — perfect for
parties. Mix in lime green stools for a beach club look.
START WITH: 5-piece bar-height dining set, $384.
Green barstools, $30 each; glass drink dispenser, $24; acrylic pitcher,
$8; green acrylic bistro tumblers, $2.50 each.

Acrylic barware looks chic
in hammered ombré grey.
Pitcher, $10; tumblers, $2.50 each.

Woven plastic rugs are
easy to keep clean. $40.

2. COSY NOOK

CHAISE + SIDE TABLE + RUG =

Take everything you love about your bedroom and translate it outdoors!
Layer a comfy chaise with pillows, add soft lighting and sink in.
START WITH: Tuscany Lounger, $234. Plants, $12.48-$19.98 each; table, $20.
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Try mixing stripes with
a fun statement pillow.
Pillows, $12.46 each.

Hibiscus
patterns dress
up outdoor
barware.
Acrylic drink
dispenser, $12;
acrylic glassware,
$2.50 each.

Melamine trays are durable
and practical. From $3-$10 each.
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Melamine serving bowls can double
as ice containers. $10 each.

